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Abstract
One consequence of the EU-referendum’s pro-Brexit outcome was a renewed call for Scottish independence. Supporting this call can 
be construed as a form of collective action Scots may engage in. However, Scots may also consider individual mobility strategies 
including - in extreme cases - emigration. The current research investigated how identity-dynamics relate to these identity 
management strategies in post-referendum Scotland. We found a positive association between perceiving the EU-referendum as 
having violated expectations and considering individual mobility responses, mediated by identity subversion (i.e., the perception that 
the referendum results fundamentally changed the UK’s identity). Furthermore, we found that perceiving the EU-referendum as 
having violated expectations was related to higher collective action intentions, mediated by disidentification from UK citizens. Taken 
together, these findings underscore the pervasive role social identity processes play in shaping political decisions and individual 
behaviour.
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Non-Technical Summary

Background
In the referendum in June 2016, the citizens of the United Kingdom (UK) had the possibility to decide whether their country 
should remain in or leave the European Union (EU). Overall, 51.9% voted to leave the EU, but the referendum outcome differed 
markedly between the constituent countries within the UK. One consequence of the EU-referendum’s outcome was a renewed 
call for Scottish independence. A second consequence was a marked increase in the number of people who emigrated from the 
UK to, or were granted citizenship in, another country within the EU.

Why was this study done?
Supporting a second referendum for Scottish independence is an action that aims at changing the position of a group as a 
whole (i.e., reflects collective action). Emigrating from the UK, in turn, represents an individual response that only changes 
one’s own situation (i.e., reflects individual mobility). In the present study, we investigated psychological processes that could 
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underly these reactions to the EU-referendum. Specifically, we focused on how Scots’ perceptions of the referendum process 
relate to (a) their perceptions of the UK as a whole and (b) how they feel about being UK-citizens. Moreover, we investigated 
how these aspects relate to considering emigration and supporting a new campaign for Scottish independence.

What did the researchers do and find?
We conducted a survey with 202 respondents living in Scotland. We assessed how respondents perceived the EU-referendum 
process, whether they had the impression that the UK had fundamentally changed due to the referendum outcome, how they 
felt about being a citizen of the UK, and to what extent they considered emigration and supporting a new independence 
campaign. Our results show that the more Scots perceived the referendum process as having violated their expectations of 
political processes in the UK, the more likely they were to consider emigration and the more they intended to support a 
campaign in favour of Scottish independence. Furthermore, our results suggest that the impression that the UK as a whole has 
changed underlies the relation between perceptions of the referendum process as having violated expectations and emigration 
considerations, whereas feeling negatively about being a UK-citizen underlies the relation between perceptions of the 
referendum process as having violated expectations and support for Scottish independence.

What do these findings mean?
The present study suggests that three factors need to be considered when trying to understand how people react to geo-
political events. The first is how they perceive the processes related to this event. If these processes are perceived as violating 
expectations, intentions to leave the country or to support separatist movements may be more pronounced. For policy makers 
seeking to avoid these reactions, this means that they should prevent their behaviours from being perceived as violating 
expectations. The second and third factor that need to be considered are an individual’s perception of the group they live in 
and their personal relation to this group. This suggests that identity-related dynamics may not only shape voting behaviour, 
but political processes more broadly.

On June 23, 2016, the citizens of the United Kingdom (UK) had the possibility to decide whether their country should 
remain in or leave the European Union (EU). Overall, 51.9% voted to leave the EU (Electoral Commission, 2018). 
There were, however, large differences between the regions. While most voters in England (53.4%) voted “leave”, 62% 
of voters in Scotland voted “remain” (BBC News, 2018). Interestingly, Scotland’s continued membership in the EU 
(and the benefits thereof) had been used to discourage voting for Scottish independence in the referendum held on 
this issue in 2014 (e.g., GOV.UK, 2014). Thus, it is unsurprising that the EU-referendum’s outcome led to a call for a 
second referendum on Scottish independence (still pursued by the Scottish parliament; BBC News, 2020a). An additional 
consequence of the EU-referendum’s outcome was a marked increase in the number of people who emigrated from the 
UK to, or were granted citizenship in, another country within the EU: In 2017, six times more Brits received a passport 
for a different EU country than in 2015, and emigration numbers reached a ten-year high, with many claiming Brexit as 
the reason for leaving the UK (Auer & Tetlow, 2019).

But why should Brexit impact people’s views on Scottish independence? And why should it motivate them to 
emigrate? While political and economic reasons undoubtedly play a major role, herein we will focus on a psychological 
aspect of the post-referendum situation in the UK: the identity-related dynamics involved. Specifically, we will study 
Scots as a group within the UK and explore the relation between these identity dynamics and the reactions Scots 
consider.

In this endeavour, we will focus on perceptions of identity subversion and disidentification from the citizens of the 
UK. Moreover, we will test how these are related to two types of identity management strategies: individual mobility 
(i.e., considering emigration) and collective action (i.e., intentions to support a new Scottish independence campaign). 
Thereby, we strive to shed light on the correlates of group members’ consideration of different identity management 
strategies in an intriguing setting - one in which individuals are faced with a highly impactful, yet controversial 
geopolitical decision. To this end, we will address two aspects in our introduction.
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First, we will summarize research we deem relevant to the current case on group schisms (e.g., Sani, 2008; Sani & 
Todman, 2002), social identity management strategies (e.g., Blanz, Mummendey, Mielke, & Klink, 1998; Ellemers, 1993), 
and disidentification (e.g., Becker & Tausch, 2014; Matschke & Sassenberg, 2010). We will also explore the connections 
between concepts stemming from these related, but to date separate areas of research, as a first step to bridging the 
divide between them.

Second, we will apply the predictions derived from these fields of research to Scots’ situation after the EU-referen
dum. Thereby, we seek to extend the current psychological research on Brexit, which to date has primarily focused on 
the (often identity-related) antecedents of people’s decision to vote in favour of or against leaving the EU (e.g., Abrams 
& Travaglino, 2018; Lewis & de Wit, 2019; Manners, 2018; Smith, 2019; Swami, Barron, Weis, & Furnham, 2018; Van de 
Vyver, Leite, Abrams, & Palmer, 2018), on the outcomes’ consequences for individual well-being (Sirois & Iyer, 2018), and 
on people’s preferences for the Brexit negotiations (Peitz, Dhont, & Seyd, 2018).

Identity-Dynamics Related to Considering Individual Mobility

Groups strongly influence their members by defining what attitudes they hold, which values are important to them, 
and how they behave (e.g., Sherif, 1961; Terry & Hogg, 1996), but also what they expect of others (e.g., Tajfel & Turner, 
1986). At the same time, groups frequently undergo changes and may even fall apart. The “falling apart” of groups has 
primarily been investigated in social psychological research on group schisms (for a summary, see Sani, 2008) and has 
largely been attributed to perceived changes in a group’s identity.

More specifically, schism research assumes that changes occurring or decisions being made within a group are 
monitored concerning their fit to group members’ expectations (e.g., Sani, 2008). These expectations are usually based 
on the group’s norms, which are - in groups with a long tradition like nations - an integral part of their identity. If 
individuals (or members of a certain subgroup) perceive an event or decision to violate their expectations and to, thus, 
influence the group’s identity in an undesirable way, they should experience what Sani and colleagues (e.g., Sani & 
Reicher, 1999; Sani & Todman, 2002) call identity subversion – the perception that a group’s meaning and essence have 
been questioned, fundamentally changed, or do no longer exist (cf., Sani & Reicher, 1998). Several correlational studies 
support this assumption (e.g., Sani & Pugliese, 2008; Sani & Reicher, 1998; Sani & Todman, 2002). Moreover, the studies 
show that stronger experiences of identity subversion are positively related to schismatic intentions, supposedly because 
experiencing identity subversion is aversive (e.g., Sani, 2008). These schismatic intentions are usually operationalized 
by asking participants for their personal intentions to leave their group (e.g., Sani & Pugliese, 2008; Sani & Todman, 
2002), and were found in political (Sani & Pugliese, 2008) and religious groups (Sani & Todman, 2002; for further studies 
showing a correlation between identity subversion and group leaving in experimental small groups and field settings, 
see Ditrich, Lüders, Jonas, & Sassenberg, 2019; Ditrich & Sassenberg, 2016; Ditrich, Scholl, & Sassenberg, 2017).

In accordance with schism research, research on social identity management strategies (e.g., Tajfel & Turner, 1979, 
1986) suggests that leaving a group, that is, engaging in individual mobility, is one possible way to manage one’s 
social identity. Tajfel and Turner (1979, 1986) assume that individual mobility occurs when the in-group compares 
unfavourably to an out-group on a valued dimension, thus failing to provide its members with a positive social identity, 
and when group boundaries are perceived as permeable. This assumption has been supported by several studies (e.g., 
Ellemers, 1993; Ellemers, Wilke, & van Knippenberg, 1993; Wright, Taylor, & Moghaddam, 1990) and differs from the 
identity subversion account of schism research only by the comparison standard used for evaluating the current group. 
Tajfel and Turner (1979, 1986) suggest that group members compare their in-group to an out-group. By contrast, Sani 
and colleagues (e.g., Sani, 2008; Sani & Pugliese, 2008; Sani & Reicher, 1998; Sani & Todman, 2002) suggest that the 
current or anticipated state of the ingroup is compared to its ideal (or past) state. Both accounts suggest that when these 
comparisons yield unfavourable results, group members become inclined to leave their group because they no longer 
have the impression that their group provides them with a satisfactory social identity.

The EU-referendum can be construed as a particularly intriguing example of an event being evaluated concerning 
its fit with expectations. However, the norms that are most influential in determining these expectations may vary 
between individuals (even though group norms are usually shared between group members; Hogg & Tindale, 2005): 
Whereas one person may see basing political decisions on accurate information as a highly relevant norm for defining 
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his group (i.e., the UK), another may see having a representative democracy as a highly relevant norm for her group. 
Both may view the EU-referendum (and how it was carried out) negatively: The first person may emphasize that they 
do not think the EU-referendum was based on accurate information, while the second person may emphasize that in a 
representative democracy, there should not have been a referendum in the first place. In social psychological terms, this 
implies that both people should perceive the EU-referendum process as violating their expectations of political processes 
in the UK. Building on the findings from schism research outlined above, we assume that perceiving the EU-referendum 
as having violated expectations should be related to having the impression that the UK has fundamentally changed. This 
impression may (to some extent) have contributed to the surge in emigration numbers following the EU-referendum 
(Auer & Tetlow, 2019), but may also be related to contemplating emigration as a first step to actually pursuing it.

Hypothesis 1: Evaluating the EU-referendum process as violating expectations should be positive
ly related to individual mobility considerations (i.e., considering emigration from the UK), and 
perceived UK-identity subversion should underly this relation.

Identity-Dynamics Related to Considering Collective Action

Events violating group members’ (norm-based) expectations also influence how individuals view their own relation to 
a certain group. More specifically, events violating norm-based expectations can lead to disidentification. For example, 
research suggests that group members disidentify when they are confronted with another member violating the 
group’s norms and see no other way of distancing themselves from this person or when their group is continuously 
discriminated (Eidelman & Biernat, 2003; Jasinskaja-Lahti, Liebkind, & Solheim, 2009). These studies, however, base their 
conclusions on low levels of identification, which is problematic because – much as for example the absence of positive 
emotions does not imply the presence of negative emotions (e.g., Watson, Clark, & Tellegen, 1988) – weak identification 
does not imply strong disidentification: Disidentification reflects “a negative self-defining relation to a relevant group” 
(Matschke & Sassenberg, 2010, p. 892), whereas low identification reflects the absence of a relation to the group (for 
a detailed discussion, see Becker & Tausch, 2014). One of the few studies that investigated actual disidentification 
and its relation to the violation of expectations is the study by Matschke and Sassenberg (2010), which demonstrated 
that rejection by a group can enhance disidentification among certain newcomers. Besides feeling negatively treated, 
a lack of fit between a group and a certain member has also been shown to increase disidentification (Hamstra, 
Sassenberg, van Yperen, Wisse, & Rietzschel, 2015). Applied to the present context, this would mean that perceiving the 
EU referendum as having violated expectations should not only be positively associated with perceiving a subversion of 
the UK’s identity, but should also be related to more disidentification from the citizens of the UK.

When group members are disidentified, this has adverse consequences for their groups. De Vreeze and Matschke 
(2017) showed for instance that disidentified members engage in strategic information sharing, thereby subtly hindering 
group success. Findings by Becker and Tausch (2014) likewise suggest that disidentified group members are inclined 
to actively engage against the group and to avoid contact with other members of the group. These findings suggest 
that group members who disidentify seek to distance and separate themselves from the group. Nonetheless, they might 
uphold their (negative) relation to the group until this group can be replaced by a different one, that is, until the 
negative social identity can be replaced by a positive one. This idea is also in agreement with social identity theory, 
which posits that intergroup conflict or collective action by a group within an intergroup context should be more likely 
when individuals strongly identify with their in-group while simultaneously perceiving the comparison to the out-group 
as a relevant (Tajfel & Turner, 1979).

In the post-referendum situation in the UK, switching to an alternative (subordinate) in-group seems a viable option, 
and such alternative groups are readily available: the UK’s constituent countries England, Scotland, Wales and Northern 
Ireland. These groups represent a unique opportunity to investigate the idea that disidentified group members may 
show collective action on behalf of alternative groups. Importantly, we herein define actions as collective when they aim 
at changing the conditions of an entire group (following Wright et al., 1990) – stressing the motivation underlying an 
action rather than the number of people engaging in it.

In the present study, we focus on Scotland. It represents an ideal case to investigate collective action from a social 
identity perspective, as many citizens strongly identify with Scotland (e.g., Brocklehurst, 2018; Grant et al., 2017) and it 
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has a recent history of striving for independence (e.g., “indyref 2014”, GOV.UK, n.d.). Taken together with the work on 
disidentification outlined above, this leads to our second hypothesis.

Hypothesis 2: Evaluating the EU-referendum process as violating expectations should be positively 
associated with intentions to engage in collective action on behalf of Scottish people (i.e., intentions 
to support a campaign for Scottish independence), and UK-disidentification should underly this 
relation.

The Current Study

This study was conducted during four consecutive days in late July 2017. By this time, Article 50 of the Lisbon treaty 
(stating that an EU-country may decide to leave the union) had formally been triggered: UK-politicians had officially 
notified the EU of the UK’s intention to leave the union and roughly two years remained for negotiations. Guidelines 
for these negotiations had been agreed upon (European Union, 2020). On the day the study started, the second round 
of negotiations was concluded and British news reported on the British chief negotiator being optimistic about the 
outcomes of the negotiations, and on the EU-negotiators requesting more details from their British counterparts (BBC 
six o’clock news, 2017). In other words, the study was conducted in a very early, relatively calm phase of the Brexit 
negotiations. Nonetheless, Scots were in a situation in which it was sensible to contemplate whether they would support 
Scottish independence: After the Scottish parliament had voted in favour of making a formal request for a second 
referendum on Scottish independence in March, in June the First Minister of Scotland announced that she would carry 
on with her plans for this referendum, although with an altered time table (Cowburn, 2017).

In this situation, we tested our hypotheses that perceiving the EU-referendum process as expectancy-violating 
would be associated with two identity-related dynamics in our Scottish sample. Based on schism research, we assumed 
that it would be positively related to perceptions of UK-identity subversion, which in turn were assumed to be 
positively related to considering emigration (i.e., considering individual mobility, Hypothesis 1). Building on research on 
disidentification, we expected that it would be positively related to disidentification from citizens of the UK. In turn, 
UK-disidentification was expected to be positively related to support for Scottish independence in a new referendum 
(i.e., collective action intentions, Hypothesis 2; see Figure 1 for a conceptual diagram). To be able to test whether 
there are two separate paths to collective action and individual mobility considerations, we also included paths linking 
UK-identity subversion to collective action and UK-disidentification to individual mobility considerations and allowed 
for direct paths linking perceptions of expectancy-violation to individual mobility considerations and collective action 
intentions.

Figure 1

Conceptual Diagram of Hypothesised Relations

Note. Solid lines represent hypothesised relations, dashed lines represent additional relations that were modelled when testing the 
hypotheses.
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Method

Participants and Design

We invited all participants from the platform www.prolific.ac to participate who had indicated “Scotland” as their 
UK-nationality and current area of residence, as residing in Scotland was a pre-requisite to being able to vote in a 
(potential) referendum on Scottish independence. Two hundred and twelve participants accessed and 203 completed 
the online questionnaire. One participant withdrew his/her data from analyses. Therefore, all analyses reported below 
are based on 202 participants (83 male, 119 female, Mage = 36.90, 18-84 years). Participants reported which social class 
they belonged to (i.e., subjective social class, SSC) by choosing one of four options: upper class (chosen by 1%), upper 
middle class (12.9%), lower middle class (40.6%), and working class (43.6%). Four participants did not provide information 
regarding their SSC.

Procedure

After accessing the online survey, participants were briefed about its general topic (i.e., perceptions of and intended 
reactions to Brexit), the study’s duration (5-10 minutes), their rights as participants, and the anonymity of data collec
tion. After participants had provided informed consent to participate, the measures of interest as well as some further 
measures were collected (for full questionnaire, see Supplementary Materials). Thereafter, participants provided basic 
demographic information, indicated to what extent they supported the Scottish National Party (SNP), which newspapers 
they favoured, and reported their own and their family’s SSC, before being fully debriefed. Subsequently, participants 
could withdraw their data. They received £ 1 as compensation.

Measures

If not indicated otherwise, all measures reported below were collected using seven-point Likert-scales ranging from 
1 (don’t agree) to 7 (agree). Scale scores were obtained by averaging participants’ responses to the respective items 
(after recoding inverse scored items). We decided to use short scales as described below in order to ensure participants’ 
compliance in filling out the questionnaire.

Perceptions of Expectancy-Violation by the EU-Referendum

We define our key predictor – expectancy-violation – as participants’ perception that the EU-referendum process has 
violated the expectations they had of political processes in the UK. As expectancy-violations usually result from a 
certain behaviour that is not in line with the norms one thinks apply to the given situation, our items were focused 
on the EU-referendum process. Moreover, we used slightly ambiguous items to make sure that we could capture 
expectancy-violations regardless of the norm a respondent felt was violated. In total, six items developed for this study 
(e.g., “In general, I think that the EU-referendum was carried out differently from how I think it should have been 
carried out like.”) were used. However, one item (“In general, I think that the EU-referendum was carried out in a way 
that is typical of the UK”; reverse scored) was excluded from the scale due to a low corrected item-total-correlation (after 
recoding), r(202) = −.06. Thus, the scale consists of five items, α = .85.

UK-Identity Subversion

Six items (α = .90, e.g., “The decision to leave the EU has subverted the true nature of the United Kingdom.”) measured to 
what extent participants perceived the decision to leave the EU to subvert the identity of the UK, that is, to question or 
fundamentally change the essence and meaning of the UK identity (cf., Sani & Reicher, 1998). These items were adapted 
from Sani and Pugliese (2008).
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UK-Disidentification

Nine items (α = .90) adapted from Matschke and Sassenberg (2010), Matschke and Fehr (2017), and Becker and Tausch 
(2014) were used to assess how strongly participants disidentified from the citizens of the United Kingdom, that is, to 
what extent they perceived their relation to UK-citizens as negative (e.g., “I feel alienated from the citizens of the United 
Kingdom.”). In addition, we also assessed UK-identification (see Supplementary Materials). A principal components 
factor analysis with oblimin-rotation revealed that the items measuring these two concepts loaded on separate factors. 
Only two disidentification items had crossloadings (.32 and .28) on the (low) identification-factor, which supports the 
idea that the two concepts are distinct from one another.

Individual Mobility Considerations

Four items measured to what extent participants considered emigrating from the UK, e.g., “I find the idea of a life abroad 
appealing”. One item (“I see my long-term future in the United Kingdom.”; reverse scored) was excluded from the scale 
due to a low corrected item-total-correlation after recoding, r(202) = .17. Thus, only three items formed the scale for 
individual mobility considerations, α = .70.

Collective Action Intentions

Participants were asked to indicate how likely they would be to perform six different activities (α = .95) related to a 
potential future independence referendum (1 = extremely unlikely; 7 = extremely likely). In other words, they indicated 
how likely they would be to perform actions aimed at changing Scots’ situation, for example vote for Scotland to leave 
the UK.

Analysis Plan

Originally, we planned to analyse the data with several multiple regressions, but the more parsimonious test of our 
predictions is obviously to test one path model using structural equation modelling. Therefore, we do not report our 
original power analysis, but followed the recommendations for path models by Muthén and Muthén (2002). First, we 
provide information on the statistical power that could be achieved with our sample size given the empirical effect sizes. 
Second, we provide information on how high power would have been had all assumed relations been of medium size.

Subsequently, we provide information on our main hypothesis tests. We hypothesized that perceptions of expectan
cy-violation would be related to UK-identity subversion and UK-disidentification, which in turn would be related to 
individual mobility considerations and collective action intentions, respectively (i.e., we expected two indirect effects). 
To test these hypotheses, we created a saturated path model in which perceptions of expectancy-violation served as 
the predictor, UK-identity subversion and UK-disidentification served as parallel mediators, and individual mobility as 
well as collective action intentions served as outcome variables. We allowed for correlations between the two mediators, 
the two outcomes, and for direct relations between our predictor and the two outcomes. We employed MPlus (version 
8.1, Muthén & Muthén, 1998-2017) using a maximum likelihood estimation (maximum number of iterations: 5000), 
computed bias-corrected confidence intervals based on 5000 bootstrap samples, and report standardized path estimates 
(β; i.e. MPlus STDYX standardization).

Finally, the results of comparative analyses of model fit are described. To this end, we specified different models 
analogous to our key hypothesized model and tested their fit to the data.

Results

Power

We conducted a power analysis using a Monte Carlo simulation with 500 replications, treating estimates obtained in 
the main analysis (but with z-standardized variables) as a proxy for the population parameters. This analysis suggests 
that the present study had over 99.9% power to detect an effect of β = 0.37 (i.e., the size of the indirect effect of 
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expectancy-violation on individual mobility considerations via UK-identity subversion) and had 99.6% power to detect 
an effect of β = 0.19 (i.e., the size of the indirect effect of expectancy-violation on collective action intentions via 
UK-disidentification).

To gain more insight into the power that could be achieved with our sample, an additional simulation was run. It 
assumed that 4% of the variance in each of the dependent variables (UK-identity subversion, UK-disidentification, collec
tive action intentions, individual mobility considerations) is explained by the model, that the hypothesized relations are 
small (β = 0.20), and that all remaining paths are 0. This simulation indicated that with N = 202, 78.6% to 84.6% power 
could be achieved to detect small direct relations between the variables of interest. This leads us to conclude that our 
study was adequately powered.

Main Analysis

Descriptive statistics and information on variable intercorrelations are provided in Table 1. In line with our hypotheses, 
our results suggest that perceptions of the EU-referendum as violating expectations were positively associated with 
perceptions of UK-identity subversion, β = 0.73, SE = 0.05, z = 15.73, p < .001, 95% CI [0.62, 0.80], as well as UK-disidenti
fication, β = 0.34, SE = 0.07, z = 5.14, p < .001, 95% CI [0.21, 0.47]; see Figure 2.

Table 1

Descriptive Statistics and Intercorrelations for Key Variables

Key Variable M SD 2 3 4 5

1. Expectancy-violation by EU referendum 4.23 1.55 .73*** .34*** .18* .43***

2. UK-Identity subversion 4.89 1.58 – .32*** .16* .55***

3. UK-Disidentification 3.38 1.24 – .56*** .26***

4. Collective action intentions 3.24 2.04 – .14*

5. Individual mobility considerations 5.02 1.52 –

*p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.

Figure 2

Standardized Relationships (Standard Errors in Parentheses) Between Perceptions of the EU-Referendum as an Expectancy-Violation, UK-Disidentification, 
UK-Identity Subversion, Collective Action Intentions, and Individual Mobility Considerations, Including Residual Variances

Note. Solid lines represent significant relations, dashed lines represent non-significant relations.

In line with Hypothesis 1, we found a significant relation between perceiving the EU-referendum as an expectancy 
violation and individual mobility considerations, β = 0.43, SE = 0.07, z = 5.79, p < .001, 95% CI [0.28, 0.56], which was 
reduced to non-significance when the mediators were included, β = 0.03, SE = 0.10, z = 0.33, p = .740, 95% CI [−0.16, 
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0.24]. Further supporting Hypothesis 1, we found evidence consistent with a mediation (an indirect only mediation 
according to Zhao et al., 2010) by UK-identity subversion, β = 0.37, SE = 0.07, z = 5.49, p < .001, 95% CI [0.24, 0.49], but no 
evidence consistent with a mediation by UK-disidentification, β = 0.03, SE = 0.03, z = 1.19, p = .233, 95% CI [−0.01, 0.09].

Perceiving the EU-referendum as an expectancy-violation was also significantly related to collective action inten
tions, β = 0.18, SE = 0.07, z = 2.47, p = .014, 95% CI [0.04, 0.31]. When the mediators were included, this relation was 
reduced to non-significance, β = 0.01, SE = 0.09, z = 0.05, p = .958, 95% CI [−0.17, 0.17]. We found no evidence consistent 
with a mediation by UK-identity subversion, β = −0.02, SE = 0.07, z = −0.35, p = .729, 95% CI [−0.14, 0.12]. However, in 
line with Hypothesis 2, we found evidence consistent with a (indirect only) mediation by UK-disidentification, β = 0.19, 
SE = 0.04, z = 4.73, p < .001, 95% CI [0.12, 0.28].

Taken together, these results support our hypotheses by showing that perceiving the EU-referendum as having 
violated expectations was indeed positively related to individual mobility considerations, mediated via UK-identity 
subversion (Hypothesis 1), and to collective action intentions, mediated via UK-disidentification (Hypothesis 2). Residual 
variances of the two mediators (UK-identity subversion, UK-disidentification) and the two outcomes (individual mobility 
considerations, collective action intentions) were not significantly correlated, all ps > .085. Thus, the at first sight coun
terintuitive positive correlation between individual mobility considerations and collective action intentions displayed in 
Table 1 seems to be due to their shared correlate: perceiving the EU-referendum as an expectancy-violation. This lends 
further support to our proposed model.

Model Comparisons

To test whether our proposed model fits the data better than possible alternative models, we ran several analyses 
based on the same overall pattern (one predictor, two mediators, two outcomes), changing which variable was used as 
predictor and which as mediators. We did not specify a correlation between the mediators (thus constraining it to 0), 
to obtain one free parameter for model fit assessment. Table 2 provides an overview of the tested models and their fit 
parameters.

Table 2

Fit Indices for Hypothesized Model and Alternative Models (Without Requesting Covariances Between Mediators)

No. Predictor Parallel Mediators Outcomes AIC χ2(1); p

RMSEA

CFI SRMREstimate 90% CI

p 
(RMSEA 
≤ 0.05)

1 Expectancy-violation by 
EU referendum

• UK-identity 
subversion

• UK-disidentification

• Individual mobility 
considerations

• Collective action 
intentions

2720.00 2.67; .102 0.09 0.00; 0.23 .187 1.00 0.023

2 UK-identity subversion • Expectancy-violation 
by EU referendum

• UK-disidentification

• Individual mobility 
considerations

• Collective action 
intentions

2714.83 5.50; .019 0.15 0.05; 0.28 .052 0.99 0.029

3 UK-disidentification • UK-identity 
subversion

• Expectancy-violation 
by EU referendum

• Individual mobility 
considerations

• Collective action 
intentions

2940.49 133.82; < .001 0.81 0.70; 0.93 < .001 0.59 0.163

Note. No. = Model number; Criteria for good model fit: χ2 p > .05; RMSEA ≤ 0.06; CFI ≥ 0.95; SRMR ≤ 0.08 (Hu & Bentler, 1999).

Model comparisons indicate that the proposed model (minus the correlation between the mediators; Model No. 1) fits 
the data well, as three out of the four fit indices indicate good model fit based on the criteria outlined by Hu and Bentler 
(1999). Compared to a model in which UK-identity subversion acts as the predictor (Model No. 2), the proposed model 
has a slightly higher AIC, implying that it might be less parsimonious and provide a worse fit to the data than this 
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alternative model. However, only CFI and SRMR suggest that Model No. 2 fits the data well and RMSEA is higher than 
for Model No. 1, which leads us to conclude that Model No. 2 is inferior to our proposed model despite its slightly better 
AIC. For Model No. 3, both AIC and the fit indices suggest inadequate model fit and a lack of parsimony compared to 
our proposed model. We interpret these comparison results as support for the accuracy of our model.

Finally, as previous work frequently explored effects on and of disidentification by means of assessing reduced 
identification, we computed an additional analysis adding UK-identification as an additional mediator along with the 
mediators included in our main analysis. The result pattern remained unchanged and we found no evidence that 
UK-identification acts as an additional mediator in our model (for details, see Supplementary Materials).

Discussion

The outcome of the EU-referendum in 2016 has sparked numerous protests across a time span of three and a half years 
(e.g., Agerholm, 2017; BBC News, 2016; Merrick, 2019; Stone & Foster, 2016; Telegraph Reporters, 2017), culminating 
in silent vigils in one place and celebrations in another on January, 31, 2020, when the UK officially left the EU 
(e.g., BBC News, 2020b). This suggests that the decision to leave the EU was far from being unanimously supported. 
The current study focused on Scots, a majority of whom had voted “remain”, and explored how they dealt with the 
situation in July 2017. Specifically, we explored which identity-dynamics were associated with the referendum and how 
those related to individual mobility considerations (i.e., considering emigration) and collective action intentions (i.e., 
intentions to support a campaign in favour of Scottish independence). We hypothesized that intentions to show both 
identity management strategies would be positively related to respondents’ impression that the EU-referendum violated 
expectations they had formed based on their subjective representation of the norms defining UK politics. Moreover, we 
assumed that different dynamics would underlie these relations. Both assumptions were supported in a survey study 
conducted in an early phase of the Brexit negotiations. Our results show that participants with a stronger impression 
that the EU-referendum violated their expectations concerning political processes in the UK reported stronger individual 
mobility considerations and collective action intentions. These relations were mediated by two different factors.

The relation between perceiving the EU-referendum as an expectancy-violation and individual mobility considera
tions was mediated by perceptions of UK-identity subversion, that is, by the perception that the outcomes of the 
referendum have fundamentally changed what it means to be a UK-citizen. This finding replicates previous social 
psychological research on group schisms (for a summary, see Sani, 2008) regarding individualized intentions to leave 
a group. However, contrary to the argumentation underlying schism research that identity subversion should be 
positively related to members of a sub-group joining forces in seceding from a superordinate group (which would reflect 
a true schism as defined by Sani & Reicher, 1998, p. 624), the current work does not provide evidence for a relation 
between identity subversion and collective action. This might be due to a difference in measures: While in schism 
research, participants are often asked whether they individually seceded from a group or intend to do so, we asked for 
explicit actions on behalf of an alternative group. This suggests that the processes motivating sub-group members to 
join forces in an effort at collectively changing their sub-group’s standing might be even more complex than schism 
research suggests.

The relation between perceptions of expectancy-violation and collective action intentions was mediated by disidenti
fication from the citizens of the UK. Our results suggest that experiencing a political event as violating expectations 
is related to collective action intentions (i.e., intentions to change a [sub-]group’s situation) because such events are 
associated with group members perceiving a negative relation to the (superordinate) group. The potential consequences 
of this perceived negative relation to a group have, to date, been largely neglected by research on social identity 
management strategies. In relation to this field of research, the current study can thus be seen as a first step to filling 
an important research gap, as it investigated group members’ choice of a specific social identity management strategy 
while taking into account disidentification (i.e., a negative relationship to a group). Furthermore, the present findings 
provide a first indication that also intra-group dynamics may render the identity a group provides its members with 
unsatisfactory, which motivates group members to show identity management attempts. Future research on social 
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identity management strategies, hence, may seek to systematically investigate how intra-group dynamics interact with 
socio-structural variables in influencing group members’ choice of a specific social identity management strategy.

Regarding research on disidentification, a noteworthy strength of our study is that we employed actual measures of 
disidentification instead of basing our conclusions on low levels of identification. We found that events within a group 
that are perceived as violating expectations are positively related to disidentification, thereby conceptually replicating 
previous findings (Eidelman & Biernat, 2003; Jasinskaja-Lahti et al., 2009; Matschke & Sassenberg, 2010) in a very 
different setting.

When looking at our measures, however, two potential issues come to mind. First, it may be deemed problematic that 
our measure of expectancy-violation focused on procedural aspects of the referendum rather than on its outcome. This 
approach was chosen as, from a social identity perspective, expectations often rest on norms prescribing and describing 
certain behaviours for group members (e.g., Sherif, 1961; Terry & Hogg, 1996). Thus, for expectations to be violated, 
a certain behaviour or event needs to occur. Moreover, as our measure of UK-identity subversion already assesses a 
very specific outcome of the referendum’s result, assessing expectancy-violation with a focus on the referendum’s result 
would likely have artificially increased the correlation between the two measures. Nonetheless, future research may 
need to include a broader measure of expectancy-violations.

Second, it might be speculated that participants who had been critical of the UK already before the referendum, 
for example Scottish nationalists, may have responded differently to our measure of UK-identity subversion. However, 
our data do not provide sufficient evidence to support this idea (see Supplementary Materials). Specifically, we find no 
moderating effects of identification as Scottish, support for the SNP, or identification as a UK-citizen on the relations be
tween expectancy-violation and any other variable in our model. If anything, the relation between UK-disidentification 
and collective action intentions increased with increasing support for the SNP (for details, see Supplementary Materials). 
Moreover, a strong identification with their (sub-)group as evidenced by our sample seems to be rather typical for Scots 
(e.g., Brocklehurst, 2018; Grant et al., 2017). Nonetheless, it might be interesting to test the dynamics investigated herein 
with a more polarized sample.

If future research is conducted to further investigate the identity-dynamics discussed, it may seek to address an 
important limitation of the current work: its correlational, cross-sectional nature. Our results are based on a single 
survey administered at one point in time and rely on participants’ self-reports. Hence, when we speak about predictors, 
mediators, and outcomes, these terms are purely based on theoretical reasoning. We would argue that the model 
comparisons showing a superior fit of the proposed model compared to various alternative models speak in favour of its 
validity and against assumptions of reverse causation. However, we can certainly not rule out the influence of potential 
unassessed third variables. Thus, to further explore the processes identified herein, future research may seek to longitu
dinally follow the development of a group, as experimentally inducing the investigated dynamics seems problematic - 
not least from an ethical point of view. Additionally, future research might also try to obtain more objective measures of 
individual mobility considerations (e.g., by longitudinally recording actual emigration) and collective action intentions 
(e.g., by investigating voting behaviour), to address the limitation of self-reports. What needs to be considered, however, 
is that the results of such an endeavour (or even of a replication of the present study) likely depend strongly on the time 
of data collection. Data collected during a more heated period of the Brexit negotiations or closer in time to the formal 
Brexit might yield stronger relations between the concepts. In both cases, we would expect identity concerns to be even 
more salient and considerations of what to do to be even more relevant than they were when the present study was 
conducted. Even though (the strength of) the relations investigated herein, thus, might vary depending on the time point 
of data collection, we nonetheless think that the present study offers important insights into the psychological aspects of 
geopolitical events for identity researchers and policy makers alike.

The present findings show that how a political event (or the process leading up to it) is perceived is closely tied to 
how people intend to react: The more respondents in the present study had the impression that their expectations had 
been violated by the EU-referendum, the more inclined they were to consider both emigration and collective action. 
This finding may be particularly relevant to policy makers, as both of these reactions can potentially harm a society: 
While considerations of and actual emigration could have adverse economic effects especially if young, well-educated 
citizens emigrate, collective action (on behalf of a sub-group within a larger group) may contribute to social division and 
unrest. This has two implications. First, policy makers from a subordinate group may strive to strategically construe the 
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decisions and behaviours of policy makers from the superordinate group as violating expectations to rally members of 
the subordinate group to their cause. Second, and conversely, policy makers from the superordinate group may strive 
to prevent their behaviours and decisions from being viewed as violating expectations. This might be accomplished by 
rhetorically construing controversial decisions as consistent with a group’s norms and identity: Policy makers may seek 
to actively (re-)define what is normative for their group and thereby “manage” the group’s identity (e.g., Hogg & Reid, 
2006). Admittedly, this might be very difficult to accomplish in political settings, as in these, a unified group whose 
identity to “manage” rarely exists. Nonetheless, knowing that decisions might not only be judged based on their tangible 
political and economic consequences, but also based on the intangible norms people assume to be characteristic of the 
political landscape they live in could prove valuable for policy makers.

The current study additionally shows that concerns about group memberships and social identities are not only 
relevant for the political decisions people make (e.g., Abrams & Travaglino, 2018; Manners, 2018) but also for how 
they react to political events. Thereby, they further social-psychological research on geopolitical events and Brexit in 
particular, by suggesting that identity related concerns might need to be considered when seeking to understand the 
consequences of such events.

To conclude, the current study suggests that two factors need to be considered when trying to understand the 
identity-related dynamics that, for Scots, were associated with the post-referendum situation in the UK: identity 
subversion and disidentification from the citizens of the UK. These dynamics were associated with different behavioural 
tendencies. A stronger impression that the EU-referendum’s outcomes had fundamentally changed what it means to 
be British was associated with a stronger consideration of emigrating from the UK, while feeling bad about being a 
citizen of the UK was related to stronger intentions to support a campaign for Scottish independence. These findings 
demonstrate the pervasive role identity processes will play in shaping the future of the post-referendum UK, thereby 
complementing earlier findings (e.g., Abrams & Travaglino, 2018; Manners, 2018; Swami et al., 2018; Van de Vyver et al., 
2018) which show that identity processes also shaped voting decisions in the EU-referendum itself.
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